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“A talk is like a voyage, and it 

must be charted. The [person] 

who starts out going 

nowhere, generally gets 

there.” 

~ Dale Carnegie 

 

  

  

President’s Message 
Robin, VP Public Relations, requested that I address the 

following three interrelated issues relevant to 

Toastmasters: 

 

1. Coming up with speech topics 

2. Reducing the time to prepare and present a speech 

3. Preparing to deliver your speech 

 

In this article, I will give you my take on issue #1: Coming 

up with speech topics. 

 

I used to like Robin. However, I despise writing, lack the 

confidence and desire to put pen to paper, and have that 

subconscious voice that says ‘You have nothing worthwhile 

to say’.  

 

Sound familiar? 

 

Given the above, when Elaine said, “I write to relax,” I reached for a 

thermometer while everyone else applauded. “What is wrong with that woman: 

relaxing, she does what I deem as stressful?” 

 

Although I cannot tell you how to choose or develop a speech topic, here is a 

technique that I have used, along with a few traps to avoid. While they do not all 

come from Toastmasters, hopefully you will find these tips useful. 

“The nitty gritty”, a getting-started technique: Have you ever set an objective - you 

know: ‘Monday: Write TM speech’; ‘Tuesday: Write TM speech’; the next week, the 

same thing, and it never gets done? 

Set a realistic objective - one speech each month. 

Break it down into the three parts, as my ex-friend Robin suggested: 

selecting, writing, preparing to present. 

 

Try this: “How long does it take you to drink a cup of tea or coffee? Fifteen 

to twenty minutes? Set 20 minutes aside - not just before going out or the 

kids coming home - but a quiet productive time for you. Remember - just 20 

minutes. Have your manual, paper, pens, pencils – oh, and that cuppa – 

ready. Begin. 

The 1555’ER 
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1. Read the manual. 

2. What are the objectives, times, and evaluation criteria? 

3. Make notes and underline. 

4. Review the project again. 

5. Make more notes; put your thoughts down. 

6. Was there anything you were not certain about?  

7. What about rhetorical devices? (No, they are not Christmas toys!!!) 

 

Still have anything in that cup? 

Now, jot down some possible topics or titles; for example: 

- A story you tell frequently 

- An experience, hobby, or work 

- Friends, or a family event 

- An accomplishment 

 

If you are not finished that coffee, you are one slow drinker! 

Don’t fall into these 3 traps: 

Trap 1: Not using your manual as your map for improving your speaking ability - I have heard two world 

champions speak and have heard their winning speeches. Both speakers still give every speech in the Competent 

Communicator Manual every year. Karen, Ralph and others also redo that manual. Since I became a Toastmaster, TI 

has changed the cover three times and added to the back of the manual. The ten speeches and times remain the same. 

Why? As it states on the cover: “A Practical Guide to Being a Better Speaker” - USE IT! Follow it. It is your recipe 

book to becoming a better speaker. 

Trap 2: Having a great topic and trying to make it fit - Save it; you’ll need it. Select a topic that fits the manual 

project. 

Trap 3: Not speaking from your own life experiences -  Call it what you will, but believe it or not, my 

experience of listening, speaking, and evaluating lead me to believe that those who speak about themselves - their 

interests, desires, experiences, and memories - not only speak from the heart, but they also grow exponentially. 

Stop!!! Let it settle. Try the same thing later in the week.  

Oh! I bet you spent more than 20 minutes, you keener.  

If you did not like this article, please tell Robin. Perhaps he won’t ask me for the next installment. 

David Gorsline 

President
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Book Review 

Speak Like Churchill, Stand Like Lincoln: By James C. Humes   

 
Author James Humes knows what he is talking about. He has written speeches 

for five American Presidents. He is a respected authority on the speaking habits 

of Winston Churchill, Abraham Lincoln, Benjamin Franklin, Ronald Reagan, and others. He is 

the author of many public speaking books, including several on these great orators alone. 

“Speak like Churchill, Stand like Lincoln” makes for easy reading with 21 chapters averaging about 

10 pages each. Each chapter follows a straightforward pattern: 

 Introduce one simple speaking technique; 

 Surround it with demonstrative quotations from history’s greatest speakers; 

 Summarize the technique in simple and memorable language; and 

 Show how it can be used today when writing or delivering a speech e.g. in the 

remarks of a CEO speaking to a corporate audience. 

The 21 chapters span the spectrum of writing, preparation, delivery, and even spontaneous 

speaking. This format makes it an excellent reference book to have on hand when approaching 

any speaking occasion. 

1. Power Pause 

2. Power Opener 

3. Power Presence 

4. Power Point (not what you 

think…) 

5. Power Brief 

6. Power Quote 

7. Power Stat 

8. Power Outage 

9. Power Wit 

10. Power Parable 

11. Power Gesture 

12. Power Reading 

13. Power Poetry 

14. Power Line 

15. Power Question 

16. Power Word 

17. Power Active 

18. Power Dollar 

19. Power Button 

20. Power Closer 

21. Power Audacity

As an example of Humes’ instructive method, consider Chapter 19 — Power Button. 

“Now that you have worked up a dandy Power Line [Chapter 14], you need to know 

how to turn it on. You have to light your line so it stands out like a neon sign. 

“Look, you put in some time to work for that zinger of a line. Don’t you want to make 

sure it really registers? If you don’t know the secret of turning on your Power Line, you 

won’t turn on the audience. 

“The Power Button says to the audience ‘Ready — Set — Listen’ to set them up for the 

Power Line that follows. 
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“When writing an article, you can italicize. You can underline. But how can you italicize 

or underline in a talk? Listeners cannot hear the underlining of a sentence. 

“A lot of you may use a highlighter pen to emphasize a significant line when you read a 

report or survey. Well, the Power Button phrase is your highlighter pen, illuminating the 

Power Line that follows.” 

In this famous speech line, the Power Button is in CAPITALS, while the Power Line (the 

one we remember) follows. 

John Kennedy: “AND SO MY FELLOW AMERICANS: [pause] Ask not what your country can 

do for you — ask what you can do for your country.” 

Five Reasons Why You Need to Read This Book: 

1. It delivers practical advice for speakers of all levels. 

2. It shows how to apply the master tips and tricks apply to your speeches. 

3. It emphasizes techniques to speak the language of leadership like a classical orator. 

4. It is an entertaining historical view of history’s greatest speakers. 

5. The author’s experience and expertise is unparalleled. 

This is a book that I will read again and again. As one of my most used public speaking 

books, I will reference the advice within - each time I prepare for a speech. 

I wholeheartedly recommend reading this book to improve your public speaking skills. 

Book Review written by Andrew Dlugan Published: Jan 28th, 2008 
 
 

 

  

http://sixminutes.dlugan.com/speak-like-churchill-stand-like-lincoln-book-review/#author
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Competition Updates 

Club Competition 

On September 29th, the Club held its Humorous Speech Contest. 

 

Ralph Smith placed first with his speech entitled Ten Years in the Life of Ralph and His Tree, about his 

long-suffering struggle with his peach tree. Mike MacDonald came in second with his speech entitled 

My Career as a Postal Service Carrier. Mike recently retired from the postal service and had many stories 

to share from his long career. Zhou Hui was our third-place contestant with her speech called 

Entangled. She contrasted her life between China and Nova Scotia’s south shore. 

Elaine McManus won the evaluation portion of the competition, 

with Erna Slingluff placing second.  

On October 8th, our representatives Ralph and Elaine moved on 

to the Area 21 contests, which were held in conjunction with Area 

18 at St. Ignatius Church Hall in Bedford.  Against worthy 

contestants from the other clubs in the area, Ralph wowed the 

judges and won again.  In the evaluation contest Elaine gave a great 

evaluation of target speaker Tara Smith’s speech and was declared 

the winner. 

Two weeks later, on October 22nd, the Divisions D and F contests 

were held at St. Vincent de Paul Church Hall in Dartmouth.  Ralph 

did another good job and placed third in Division D, while Elaine 

again came out on top in the division and qualified for the next level. 
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Finally, at the District 45 Fall Conference on November 5th, at the Algonquin Resort in St. Andrews-by-

the-Sea, New Brunswick, Elaine competed in the District Evaluation Contest and beat out all the other 

contestants from Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island and Nova 

Scotia. Congratulations to both our representatives! Great job Elaine! 

Why not decide to enter the spring contests for International Speech or Table Topics, which will begin 

at the club level in March?  You could be as successful as Ralph and Elaine! 

 

Club News 
 The club received The President’s Distinguished Club Award last year for achieving 9 of 10 goals. 

The ribbon is on display on the club banner. 

 Ralph Smith received The Beat the Clock Award for his achievements as past VP Membership for 

inducting 5 new members for May/June 2016. The ribbon is on display on the club’s banner. 

 The role of “Greeter” has been implemented at our meetings. The Greeter welcomes guests, 

introduces them at our meetings, and makes sure they are comfortable. Sign up for this role at 

the next meeting! 

 Our awards night and Christmas party will be in a combined event, to be held on Thursday, 

December 15. Dave Hubley has volunteered to host the festivities. This will be pot luck. 

 We had two new inductees: Ilknur Gurses and Maggie-Jane Parker. Welcome to the club! 

 

Get Your CC 
It is a common experience in any club, and you probably have experienced it firsthand. Members are 

excited, motivated, and appear to be committed at the time of joining. But after attending a few 

meetings and delivering a few speeches, they disappear.   

I have seen this happen with many friends and club members. We are all busy and life consistently poses 

challenges; I am no exception. I battle with an extremely demanding job, a two-income family structure, 

two school-age kids and a variety of other distractions.  

Despite this, I was able to complete my Competent Communicator (CC) in less than six months from 

the time I joined. I hope to motivate other Toastmasters and accelerate their journeys in the program. 

To that end, I have compiled the following six pillars to help you achieve your goals. The golden guiding 

principle, in my opinion, is: If you fail to prepare, prepare to fail. 
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1 Confidence, conviction and discipline: 

Like other goals in life, a goal in Toastmasters requires confidence, conviction to conceive and 

meet your targets, discipline to practice and progress, and the application of new skills to refine 

your strategies. 

2 Focus on the journey, not just the goal: 

I believe that the journey is more significant than reaching the goal itself. The path to earning 

your CC, your first designation, is a beautiful journey. It’s no wonder many Competent 

Communicators come back and do another track; they learned so much—and enjoyed it.  

A research paper on the successful pursuit of goals by the University of Toronto recommends 

avoiding tunnel vision—or a focus on reaching the goal rather than acquiring the needed skills. 

With a focus on learning, you avoid shortcuts and consider achieving the goal as a by-product 

of the main goal—to acquire knowledge and practice skills to make them become second 

nature. In other words, you don’t want to look good, you want to be good. Understanding what 

is needed to succeed with each Toastmasters speech project is of paramount importance. The 

questions you need to ask yourself include: Did I understand the purpose of this speech? Can I 

apply what I learned to my future speeches?  

 The following exercise gives me several clues for improvement: First, I create an audio 

recording of my speech and then refine it, often consulting one or two friends. Next, when it 

reaches a satisfactory level, I video record and review it, multiple times, each time critiquing 

myself as an outsider. 

3 Believe in yourself and envision yourself as the best speaker: 

You may have joined Toastmasters because your primary goal is to overcome the fear factor. 

You should envision yourself as a glib and fluent speaker and be confident that you are naturally 

good; you only need to overcome a few hurdles to reach your potential. In Toastmasters, you 

can remove anything that blocks your progress, and let your real self shine. If you have the right 

spirit and expectations, your confidence can drive you forward. The first and best way to 

develop vision and confidence is to observe other speakers and develop a style of your own. 

4 Prepare a plan: 

Read the Competent Communication manual, multiple times if necessary, from beginning to end—

preferably in one sitting. Next, form a plan of approach. You know best your strengths and 

weaknesses, and availability. In the beginning stages, I recommend that you seek a mentor, 
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especially for the first three to four speeches, even if you do not feel the need. Plan to work 

with the mentor to refine the speech before you deliver it in your club. 

However, please do not let the mentor choose the topic of the speech for you. You need to own that 

part. Wade through the woods! Keep looking at topics—you will develop an eye for them. I 

used several resources to identify the topics of my first five speeches. Newspapers, magazines, 

Ted Talks, keynote speeches and conference sessions are a few to consider. It took me longer 

to identify and develop topics for my first four speeches, and then I got used to it. 

5 Consistency and commitment to implement the plan: 

Take a different perspective. Promise yourself that you will do this despite other priorities in 

your life. Remember, it is easy to put your goal on the backburner. It can happen without your 

knowledge. Consistency can be attained through regular attendance, which keeps your spirit up 

and unscathed, and by your continuous pursuit of improvement. 

6 Hard work: 

You may agree that there is no substitute for hard work. Choose a suitable target date to 

achieve a Competent Communicator award and put it on a calendar. Traverse in the reverse 

direction to design intermediate milestones. Schedule as many speeches as possible on the club 

calendar. Cancel them if you cannot prepare to your satisfaction. I noticed that a few members 

have all the intention but want to “do it later.” That “later” never comes for some. 

No matter how old you are or what you do for living, you have joined Toastmasters for a 

reason—to become a better communicator and leader. You have taken the first step in that 

direction. This gives you an opportunity to demonstrate to yourself and to your club what you 

are capable of. 

As they say, the real character of a person is demonstrated by what one does when nobody is 

watching. What are you waiting for? Nobody is watching! Don’t lose the steam! Now is the right 

time to practice, refine and achieve, and become a Competent Communicator! Yes, you can do 

it. Good luck! 

By Ravikanth Ponnapalli, CC, CL, a member of Spirited Speech Masters club in Houston, Texas. 

 

 

 

http://www.toastmasters.org/Magazine/listing/author/Ravikanth%20Ponnapalli,%20CC,%20CL
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Joint Meeting 
On Wednesday, November 16th, we and Sprit-Ed Toastmasters held a joint meeting. This is the first time 

we have participated in a joint meeting in over 20 years! The meeting was well attended. In a future 

meeting, we will return the favour and invite Spirit-Ed to join us. Stay tuned for details! 

Our Table Topics portion of the meeting had two winners, with Best Table Topics (For Spirit-ED) going to 
Baxter Crocker and Best Table Topics (For Sears-Halifax) going to Jane Holden. The evening’s Best 
Speaker award was won by Jay Wilson (Spirit-ED), and the Best Evaluator award went to Karen Caldwell 
(Sears-Halifax). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 Dave Gorsline, President Presidents Jim Murphy and Dave Gorsline 
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Thoughts of the Day  
“Setting goals is the first step in turning the invisible into the visible.” - Tony Robbins  

“Be who you are and say what you feel, because those who mind don’t matter, and those who matter 

don’t mind.” - Bernard Baruch  

“The most difficult thing is the decision to act; the rest is mere tenacity.” - Amelia Earhart  

“You may have a fresh start any moment you choose, for this thing we call ‘failure’ is not the falling 

down, but the staying down.” - Mary Pickford  

“Promise me you will not spend so much time treading water and trying to keep your head above the 

waves that you forget how much you have always loved to swim.” - Tyler Knott Gregson  

“May your choices reflect your hopes, not your fears.” - Nelson Mandela 

“Speak in such a way that others love to listen to you. Listen in such a way that others love to speak to 
you.” - Anonymous 

“An important speech should take an hour to write for every minute it took to deliver, while at the 
same time, dear boy, you must leave your audience convinced it was off the cuff.” - Winston Churchill 

 

Toastmasters Promise 
Do you remember the Toastmasters Promise? It’s worth reviewing it once it a while to keep it fresh! 

As a member of Toastmasters International and my club, I promise: 

 To attend club meetings regularly 

 To prepare all of my speech and leadership projects to the best of my ability, basing them on 

projects in the Competent Communication, Advanced Communication or Competent 

Leadership manuals  

 To prepare for and fulfill meeting assignments 

 To provide fellow members with helpful, constructive evaluations 

 To help the club maintain the positive, friendly environment necessary for all members to learn 

and grow 

 To serve my club as an officer when called upon to do so 

 To treat club members and our guests with respect and courtesy 

 To bring guests to club meetings so they can see the benefits Toastmasters membership offers 

 To adhere to the guidelines and rules for all Toastmasters education and recognition programs 

 To maintain honest and highly ethical standards during the conduct of all Toastmasters activities 
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